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“‘W H I P L A S H ’  D I D N ’ T  J U S T  R A I S E 
T H E  B A R  —  I T  E L E C T R I F I E D  T H E 
SP I R I TS  OF  EVERYONE WHO SAW I T.”

-Owen Gleiberman, ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

“E X H I L A R A T I N G.”
-Wesley Morris, GRANTLAND

“A  W O R K  O F  B R AV U R A  F I L M M A K I N G.  
ANCHORED BY EXTRAORDINARY PERFORMANCES FROM MILES TELLER AND J.K. SIMMONS…
S I M M O N S  A B S O L U T E LY  D O M I N AT E S  E V E R Y  F R A M E  O F  T H E  P I C T U R E.” 

-Matt Goldberg, COLLIDER

“A N  E X T R A O R D I N A RY  F I L M.”  
-Joe Neumaier, DAILY NEWS

“‘WHIPLASH’ WILL HAVE AUDIENCES CHEERING 
A N D  B E G G I N G  F O R  A N  E N C O R E.”

-Travis Hopson, EXAMINER.COM

“IN ITS FEVERISH TEMPO, ‘WHIPLASH’ MOVES LIKE A THRILLER - AS METICULOUSLY 
PRECISE, AND AS THRILLINGLY VOLATILE, AS THE MUSIC IT CELEBRATES. 

A S T O U N D I N G.”
“‘WHIP LASH ’  CAREENS  INTO THE  UNEXPECTED 

BEFORE COMING TO A JAW-DROPP ING CLOSE.”

“PROVOCATIVE AND EMOTIONALLY INTENSE. 
A MUSCULAR  AND ACCOMPL ISHED WORK OF  K INET IC  C INEMA 
B U I LT  A R O U N D  T W O  T R E M E N D O U S  A C T I N G  P E R F O R M A N C E S.”

“E L E C T R I F Y I N G.”
“MI LES  TE L LER  I S  A  REVE LAT ION.”

OPENS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10TH IN NEW YORK AND LOS ANGELES!
COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU!

WINNER GRAND JURY PRIZE
AUD I ENCE  AWARD

SUNDANCE
2014

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL   •   TORONTO FILM FESTIVAL   •   NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL

“IN ITS FEVERISH TEMPO, ‘WHIPLASH’ MOVES LIKE A THRILLER - AS METICULOUSLY 
PRECISE, AND AS THRILLINGLY VOLATILE, AS THE MUSIC IT CELEBRATES. 

A S T O U N D I N G
“‘WHIP LASH ’  CAREENS  INTO THE  UNEXPECTED 

BEFORE COMING TO A JAW-DROPP ING CLOSE.”

“PROVOCATIVE AND EMOTIONALLY INTENSE
A MUSCULAR  AND ACCOMPL ISHED WORK OF  K INET IC  C INEMA 
B U I LT  A R O U N D  T W O  T R E M E N D O U S  A C T I N G  P E R F O R M A N C E S.”

“E L E C T R I F Y I N G.”
“MI LES  TE L LER  I S  A  REVE LAT ION.”

PRECISE, AND AS THRILLINGLY VOLATILE, AS THE MUSIC IT CELEBRATES. 

A S T O U N D I N G
-A.A. Dowd, ONION AV CLUB

“‘WH I P LASH ’  CAREENS  INTO THE  UNEXPECTED 
BEFORE COMING TO A JAW-DROPP ING CLOSE.”

-Chris Martins, SPIN

“PROVOCATIVE AND EMOTIONALLY INTENSE
A MUSCULAR  AND ACCOMPL ISHED WORK OF  K INET IC  C INEMA 
B U I LT  A R O U N D  T W O  T R E M E N D O U S  A C T I N G  P E R F O R M A N C E S.”

-Andrew O’Hehir, SALON

“E L E C T R I F Y I N G.”
-Joshua Rothkopf, TIME OUT NY

“M I L ES  TE L LER  I S  A  REVE LAT ION.”
-Steve Zeitchik, LOS ANGELES TIMES
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Laugh Your 
Arse Off!

REAL 911 Calls sure to make you...

Truth is by far funnier than fiction, and this collection of real calls 
to law enforcement in Hometown Police Blotter is exactly that. 

Whether you give it a gander atop the throne, or share it with 
friends, it’s sure to bring a smile to everyone’s face and then some.

Available in Paperback, Hard Cover and ePub.

www.HometownPoliceBlotter.com
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by Post-graduate Dentists

and supervised by Clinical Faculty
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call (310)825-4736 for an appointment

UCLA School of Dentistry, Westwood Campus
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GALLUP POLL: BLACK GRADS LIKELY 
TO HAVE MORE DEBT
A recent Gallup poll shows that black college graduates are more 
likely to graduate college with more debt than their white peers.

Fifty percent of 2000-2014 black grads graduated college 
with more than $25,000 in student loan debt. Meanwhile, only 
34 percent of white grads borrowed more than $25,000 in loans. 
The poll results reveal a large gap between the two races.

“Recent black college graduates are 17 points more likely 
to have graduated with student loan debt than white college 
graduates,” states the poll.

Furthermore, there seems to be a link between large 
undergraduate student loan debt and lower well-being.

The poll found that recent black college graduates have 
lower rates of well-being compared to other recent grads. Black 
grads are not thriving financially as much as white college 
grads, and their purpose well-being is also lagging. This means, 
compared to white grads, not as many black grads like what they 
do each day and are motivated to achieve their goals. And finally, 
when it comes to community well-being--liking where you live, 
feeling safe and having pride in your community--black grads 
are not thriving as much as their white counterparts.

STUDY: UK UNIVERSITIES HAVE SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
PROBLEMS TOO
Sexual harassment on college campuses is not just a U.S. issue; 
it’s an international problem.

The UK’s National Union of Students (NUS) poll (which 
surveyed more than 2,000 students) found that one in four 
students have dealt with unwanted sexual advances (via Salon).

What exactly is an “unwanted sexual advance?” NUS 
describes it as “inappropriate touching and groping.”

Furthermore, more than one-third of women endure 
unwanted sexual comments about their body.

According to the Guardian, these survey results show 
that “lad culture” or “laddism,” which are terms to describe 
“behaviours and attitudes that … belittle, dismiss, joke about 
or even seem to condone rape and sexual assault,” is present at 
UK universities.

“These stats show that harassment is rife on campus, 
but we still we keep hearing from universities that there is no 
fear, no intimidation, no problem - well this new research says 
otherwise,” said NUS President Toni Pearce. “Sadly, all of these 
elements exist in campus life, we know because we hear it from 
students [...] Today I say to universities everywhere the passing 
the buck approach of ‘not on my campus’ is now completely 
unacceptable. They must acknowledge the problems and join us 
in confronting them.”

‘CONSENT IS SO FRAT COMBATS SEXUAL ASSAULT 
WITHIN GREEK COMMUNITY
Project “Not Asking for It” was started by a female Wesleyan 
University student who wanted to spread the message that a 
woman’s clothing does not mean sexual consent (SEE PG. 6). 
Now, a former Wesleyan male student is getting college guys and 
fraternities to stand up against campus sexual assault too.

Matthew Leibowitz rushed the university’s Alpha Epsilon 
Pi fraternity and graduated in 2014. He then founded “Consent 
is So Frat” to promote consent in Greek organizations, reports 
The Daily Targum (Rutger’s university paper). 

A National Institute of Justice study found 10 percent of 
campus sexual assaults take place in fraternity houses. 

“The idea here is to focus on how consent can be a fraternal 
value,” Leibowitz told Rutger’s paper. He also told USA Today, 
“We want to promote the idea that consent is cool for a fraternity 
brother.” 

On its website, CISF describes its mission as “a movement 
of fraternity brothers believing that consent and healthy 

relationships should be part of what it means to be frat. Whether 
throwing ragers, running philanthropy events or just chilling 
with our brothers, we should be able to treat the men and 
women on our campuses with respect.”

Currently, CISF has passed out flyers to spread the word 
about the organization’s goals, and people can order T-shirts 
with CISF’s logo printed on front. The organization will also 
launch photo campaigns and campus events to raise awareness. 

The movement has expanded to more than 30 U.S. 
campuses thus far. 

STUDENTS TURN TO ILLEGAL TEXTBOOK 
DOWNLOADING TO AVOID HIGH COSTS
It looks like textbooks have gone the way of music and movies, as 
more college students seem to download them illegally to avoid 
paying the hefty prices. And really, who could blame them?

In the last decade, textbook prices have skyrocketed by 82 
percent, and students are spending up to hundreds of dollars 
per semester on books alone. So naturally, if websites (like 
Ebookee, TextbookRevolution, Free-ebooks and Freebookspot) 
are going to offer free textbook downloads, students are going 
to use them.

Vocativ.com performed a little experiment to see if it 
was really possible to download textbooks illegally without 
paying a dime. They picked five typical freshman core courses 
at the University of Wisconsin and Michigan State University 
using class syllabi. Within minutes, they were able to find four 
textbooks.

One recent college graduate, who admitted he downloaded 
textbooks for years, said it’s a real money saver. He told the 
website, “I probably saved a couple thousand over the years.”

Another grad said, “It’s just ridiculous to have to pay 
$200-something for a book and then return it for almost 
nothing.”

NEWS

NEWS&VIEWS The Latest from L.A. and beyond. BY CAMPUS CIRCLE STAFF

Along with larger debt, 
recent black graduates 
also experience lower 
“well-being.”

 JOHN WALKER/FRESNO BEE/MCT

http://www.theguardian.com/education/2014/sep/15/sexual-harassment-rife-universities-nus-survey
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MINNEAPOLIS — Ashley Hall remembers clicking “yes” on the 
loan application and, inexplicably, laughing.

Maybe it’s because the number seemed so surreal. Or be-
cause no one else in her family had done this before. But there 
she was, borrowing nearly $75,000. For her first year of veteri-
nary school at the University of Minnesota.

Even now, two years later, it’s hard for her to believe. By 
the time she graduates in 2016, she’ll owe more than $300,000.

Hall, a 28-year-old from Georgia, never planned it this way.
But like many ambitious students, she’s been swept up in 

a tsunami of debt that only seems to grow more ominous. “I 
will be paying off my loans for the rest of my life,” Hall says 
with a wry smile. “I probably will die with a loan debt.”

Today, the typical college student graduates with $29,400 
in student loans.

But that pales in comparison to what Hall and other grad-
uate and professional students are borrowing to get an educa-
tion. At the University of Minnesota veterinary school, one of 
the most expensive in the country, the average student debt in 
2013 soared to $188,000.

Those kinds of numbers are stoking national anxiety that 
student debt has gotten so out of hand that it threatens to drag 
down an entire generation.

Hall, who has a husband and 6-year-old son, is under-
standably obsessed with the subject. She wavers between out-
right despair (“What was I thinking?”) and youthful optimism 
(“It’ll all work out”).

But she can’t help wondering: Is a mountain of debt a rea-
sonable price to pay to follow one’s dream?

SHAZAM, A 20-YEAR-OLD QUARTER HORSE, is in his “re-
covery room” at the Leatherdale Equine Center on the univer-
sity’s St. Paul campus. Hall, the veterinarian in training, dips 
her shoes into a sterilizing bath as she trails Dr. Jenny Brown 
into the treatment stall to check on her patient.

Nearly a month after brain surgery, Shazam looks a little 
battered and listless. One eye is temporarily sewn shut, and 
IV bags hang from an overhead girder. But today, he’s going 
home.

Hall is transfixed, soaking up the details of his medical 
treatment.

This, after all, is what she’s come for, why she’s been will-
ing to borrow the equivalent of “a mortgage on a mansion,” as 
she puts it, to get her degree. “I love working with animals,” she 
says simply. “It’s my passion.”

Once Shazam gets the all-clear to leave, Hall watches sym-

pathetically as his owner tries to coax the skittish horse into 
the trailer for the ride home.

“That’s the hard part of being a veterinarian,” Hall says. 
“It’s your job to be able to read the animal and see what they’re 
not telling you.”

Growing up in Georgia, Hall recalls, becoming a veteri-
narian wasn’t on her radar; she barely expected to finish high 
school.

She was raised by her grandparents in a small house on 
the outskirts of Atlanta. Both her mother and grandmother 
dropped out of school and cleaned houses for a living.

With little encouragement at home, Hall says, she was a 
rather aimless C-student by age 15.

Then she met a teenage boy who convinced her she was 
selling herself short.

“She was failing a lot of her classes, and didn’t care, when 
I met her,” said Alistair Hall, the teenage boy who eventually 
became her husband.

It was he, his wife says, who planted the idea that she 
could go to college. “He kind of inspired me to see myself in a 
different light,” she said. “I kind of just flipped a switch.”

Once she started applying herself, she found that school-
work came easily.

“Before I knew it, I was taking AP Spanish,” she said. She 
raised her GPA from 1.9 to 3.4, enough to qualify for Georgia’s 
HOPE Scholarship, funded by the state lottery, to pay for her 
college education.

When she realized what she was capable of, her husband 
said, “it was like a drug. She just wanted to be the best.” She 
became an honors student at Georgia Southern University.

One day, while in college, she arranged to shadow a veteri-
narian at a small-animal clinic. “Within two seconds of being 
there, I knew I was exactly where I wanted to be,” she said.

She made up her mind to apply to vet school.
But there were obstacles. And money, at first, was the least 

of her worries.
Newly engaged at the start of her senior year, she discov-

ered she was pregnant with their son, Devin. So she put off the 
application process for a year.

Then, despite graduating from college cum laude, she was 
rejected by vet schools two years in a row.

Undeterred, she redoubled her efforts, working as a vet-
erinary assistant to build up her resume, and waiting tables for 
extra money. The third year, she got in almost everywhere she 
applied.

The University of Minnesota was by far her most ex-

pensive option. For out-of-state students, tuition and fees are 
$58,000, more than triple what she’d pay in Georgia.

But Minnesota was the only vet school in an urban area, 
with plenty of job opportunities for her husband, an engineer. 
Back in Georgia, during the recession, he had found himself 
cleaning houses to earn money.

In Minnesota, he got a job offer from an engineering firm 
right away; and as young parents, they loved the Minneapolis 
school system. “It just felt like the right thing to do,” Hall said. 
“We figured it would all work out.”

They learned that, under federal rules, she could borrow 
nearly $75,000 in government-subsidized loans to cover tu-
ition and living expenses that first year. They decided to take 
out the maximum.

Looking back, she said, they didn’t fully appreciate what 
that meant.

Now, depending on her repayment options, it could cost 
her up to $2,400 a month for 20 years to pay for her four years 
of training.

“I was thinking, ‘This is just what you do, it will be fine,’ ” 
she said. “You don’t process the debt right away. All you can see 
is the big goal. The dream.”

As a rule of thumb, experts say, students should not bor-
row more than they reasonably expect to earn, in annual salary, 
after graduation.

By that measure, veterinary students are taking a big leap 
of faith.

The average starting salary was $65,000 in 2012, while the 
average student debt was $152,000, according to a survey by 
the American Veterinary Medical Association. To make mat-
ters worse, salaries were on the decline, while debt was steadily 
climbing.

But scholarships are a rarity in professional schools such 
as veterinary medicine, U officials say.

Most students have two choices: cash or credit.
As a result, some are almost dreading graduation day, 

when the bills come due.
“It’s just this giant storm cloud that’s always hovering 

over your head,” said Rachel Rice, a U veterinary student from 
North Carolina who is facing more than $300,000 in loans. “It 
hasn’t started raining yet, because technically I’m not paying 
them back yet. But it’s there and it’s blotting out the sun.”

©2014 Star Tribune (Minneapolis)
Visit the Star Tribune (Minneapolis) at www.startribune.com
Distributed by MCT Information Services

COLLEGE CENTRAL

GRADUATION 
DAY AND 
$300,000 IN 
DEBT

BY MAURA LERNER

STAR TRIBUNE/MCT

JIM GEHRZ/MINNEAPOLIS STAR TRIBUNE/MCT

Veterinarian student Ashley Hall estimates she’ll be $300,000 in debt. 

http://www.campuscircle.com
http://www.startribune.com
http://www.mctdirect.com
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THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT THERE HAS BEEN TENSION 
between many students and college administrators about how 
their schools handle sexual assault reports. This year, there 
have been more federal investigations about this issue than 
ever before, and throughout the country, students have been 
speaking out against their campus’s faulty policies. Many have 
even filed complaints against their schools for violating federal 
laws, like Title IX and the Clery Act. 

In the midst of all this controversy and the many debates 
that have happened across campuses such as James Madison 
University and Amherst College, Sally Rappaport, a sophomore 
at Wesleyan University, started a project that fights against victim 
blaming. Naming it Project “Not Asking For it,” Rappaport 
created a video that promotes the idea that clothing, dance 
moves and body language are not invitations for sexual assault. 

The video starts with a message: “Victims of sexual assault 
were never ‘asking for it.’ Clothes and dance moves are not 
consent.” Still frames and clips of dancing Wesleyan students, 
wearing anything from baggy pants to a mini skirt, are shown 
as Lauryn Hill’s “Doo Wop” plays in the background. At the end, 
there is a call for other schools to create their own videos to help 
spread the message. 

Rappaport started this project because she thought much 
of the public was misinformed about sexual violence and assault. 
Before going to college, she, like a lot of her friends from home, 
did not really know how to identify it. 

“There were far too many incidents where people were the 

victims of assault, and they didn’t even know it or acknowledge 
it because the retort would be like, ‘You were asking for that,’” 
Rappaport said in an interview with Campus Circle. “That was 
something that hurt me and I lived with.” 

After finally understanding the seriousness of the incidents 
her friends went through in high school and even in college, she 
realized that she had an opportunity to finally do something 
about it. Inspired by a photo of a topless woman taken at 
SlutWalk, a widespread movement against rape culture and 
victim blaming, Rappaport decided to launch her own project 
against sexual assault.

Through support and positive feedback from her friends 
and peers, Rappaport created the video in April, hoping it would 
go viral and spread to other schools. And, it did. 

By reaching out to her close friends at other colleges and 
through multiple shares of the video on Facebook, Rappoport’s 
project reached schools in and outside of the U.S. Some of the 
schools have joined in on the project and created their own 
videos.

In the Claremont Colleges’ video, creators Shira Feifer 
and Sydney Fiona added more meaning by also listing various 
situations when people are “not asking for it.” Beyond saying 
clothing and dance moves aren’t invitations for assault, 
sentences like “My gender doesn’t mean I can’t be a victim,” “My 
intoxication is not ‘asking for it’” and “My flirting is not ‘asking 
for it’” are shown with the clips. 

To many students involved in the project, the rape culture 

and attitudes towards sexual violence survivors at their schools 
really need to change. Feifer decided to participate because of 
this very reason, even though she attends a very liberal and 
progressive college (Pitzer College).

Eliza Callahan, one of the coordinators of the video created 
at Columbia University, joined in on this effort because she 
believes that it promotes safer communities. “People need to feel 
safe in wearing the clothing they choose to wear and however 
they choose to present themselves,” she said. 

So far, the project has been successful in reaching and 
informing many students and viewers not involved in the videos. 
“I had friends come up to me and say that they had never really 
thought about these ideas surrounding consent before and are 
now much more aware,” said Josie Hodson, the coordinator of 
the Stanford University project. “This video is just one piece that 
raises awareness and keeps the topic fresh on people’s minds.”

With the start of the new school year, seven other 
colleges—including George Washington University, University 
of Wisconsin-Madison and University of Kansas—are expected 
to release videos in the fall. Rappaport is also planning on 
pushing this project even further by either starting a club on her 
campus or creating another social media project. 

“I don’t want these videos to be the end,” she said. “I am 
determined.”

If you want your school to participate, email 
projectnotaskingforit@gmail.com.

COLLEGE CENTRAL

PROJECT 
‘NOT ASKING 
FOR IT’ PLANS 
TO EXPAND 
ACROSS 
CAMPUSES

Students continue 

to combat sexual 

assault victim 

blaming.

BY J. SHADÉ QUINTANELLA

The project’s videos explain that a 
woman’s clothing does not mean she 

was “asking” to get sexually assaulted.

The project’s Facebook page showcases a photo of female protestors combating victim blaming.  
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SAN FRANCISCO — In a sweeping effort to combat sexual 
misconduct on campus, University of California officials 
unveiled a systemwide plan Sept. 17, calling for mandatory 
training for all students, staff and faculty, improved support for 
victims and more thorough investigations.

The proposals were a response to heightened pressure 
from the U.S. Department of Education, which has called 
out universities for faulty reporting of sexual misconduct 
and harassment allegations. In California, UC Berkeley and 
UCLA are among several private and public schools under 
investigation by federal officials following student complaints 
that their cases have been mishandled.

Under the UC plan, each campus must have properly 
trained personnel to investigate sexual assault cases as well as 
a separate office to provide confidential support and advice 
to victims, even if no formal criminal or campus complaint 
is made.

UC also wants all students and employees to undergo 
some kind of education on such issues as what it means to 
grant consent in a sexual situation and what the consequences 
could be for both sides in any assault, whether a rape or an 
unwanted fondling or stalking.

The recommendations urge that training on sexual 
assault prevention be kept separate from alcohol awareness 
education to avoid blaming the problem on alcohol rather 
than the perpetrator.

UC officials have said the current system used in its 10 
campuses is inconsistent and disjointed.

In the last three years, the U.S. Department of Education 
has launched more investigations, released more guidelines, 
received more complaints and issued more fines against 
universities for faulty reporting of sexual misconduct and 
harassment than ever before.

The UC system’s move comes as President Barack Obama 
and other federal officials plan to announce a sexual assault 
awareness campaign later this week. Called “It’s On Us,” the 
campaign will encourage students, especially college men, to 
prevent and report assault cases. And California’s Legislature 
recently approved a bill that would require all state colleges 
and universities to adopt clear standards of consent among 
students engaging in sexual activity.

UC President Janet Napolitano, who created the task force 
that developed the proposals, said she wanted the system to 

lead the way nationally in improving how cases were handled 
and how to better educate students about a dark side of 
collegiate life.

“The message is a very simple one,” Napolitano said in an 
interview. “Our students and faculty and staff should be safe. 
We will not tolerate sexual assault on our campuses.”

Many crucial details of the plan will be decided over the 
next year, including trying to establish minimum campus 
punishments or sanctions, such as expulsion or suspension, 
separate from any criminal cases students might face.

Administrators concede that perpetrators currently may 
be receiving widely varying sanctions, depending on their 
campus or the opinion of disciplinary review boards.

“We really need uniform responses and uniform 
sanctions,” said UC Santa Cruz Chancellor George Blumenthal 
at Wednesday’s discussion. Otherwise, he said, UC faces “a 
disaster.”

The 29-member task force included administrators, 
students, regents, faculty police, attorneys and health care 
providers. Task force members reviewed academic and legal 
research and practices from 115 other universities.

UC Regent Bonnie Reiss, a task force member who 
pushed for the report’s adoption, said that providing a safe 
environment for students is just as important as educating 
them.

“We have a sacred duty to these students and their families 
who entrust us with the safety of their greatest treasure,” she 
said.

Sofie Karasek, a UC Berkeley senior who co-founded 
the advocacy group “End Rape on Campus,” said the UC 
recommendations were a “big step forward.”

“I’m really glad they are so comprehensive,” she said.
Karasek said she was particularly pleased that sexual 

assault education would be mandatory.
“The question is, are these really going to be effective 

programs or is it going to be a one-time thing with 4,000 
students in a room who aren’t really interested?” Karasek said.

In an era of budget restraints and worries about tuition 
levels, questions were raised Wednesday about whether enough 
funding would be available to put the proposals into effect. 
The report mentioned no cost figures or funding sources, and 
neither did Napolitano, although she pledged that enough 
money would be available.

Meghan Warner, one of the students who filed a federal 
complaint about UC Berkeley’s handling of cases, said that 
without significant funding, the effort could become “just a 
failed PR stunt.”

A national survey by Sen. Claire McCaskill, D-Mo., 
released in July found that many colleges and universities were 
still falling short in handling sexual misconduct cases, with 
efforts hobbled by inadequate training and limited reporting 
channels. A UC survey released in March found that 6 
percent of undergraduate respondents reported experiencing 
unwanted sexual conduct, including forced fondling and rape.

A UC student survey in August by task force member 
Savannah Badalich and three other students found significant 
problems in the handling of sexual assault complaints. 
Although the survey yielded only 263 responses, many of those 
who replied said they had not received any education about 
preventing sexual assault or had not been informed of their 
rights to academic and mental health services after an assault.

Many also said they chose not to report the alleged assault 
because they balked at the difficult reporting process or were 
afraid of hurting their reputations or being punished for 
underage drinking. Some also reported that administrators, 
faculty and staff were rude and insensitive in dealing with 
accusers during the process, causing them to feel blamed and 
discouraged.

Badalich, a UCLA student, said the task force 
recommendations were squarely aimed at altering such 
campus attitudes. “We want to change the culture from silence 
and stigma to acceptance and healing,” she said.

She added that the UC initiative marked a major advance 
for the movement to combat campus sexual harassment and 
assault.

“This comes from years of student activism,” she said. “To 
see it come to fruition is awesome.”

(Times staff writer Jason Song contributed to this report.)

©2014 Los Angeles Times
Visit the Los Angeles Times at www.latimes.com
Distributed by MCT Information Services
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UC schools such as UC Riverside will join the systemwide plan to combat sexual misconduct. 
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FILM: REVIEW

WHILE THEY ACCUSED HIM OF BEING NOTHING BUT A CURIOSITY, Jimi Hendrix simply 
shrugged, expressing a deep apathy for the formfitting needs of any political, cultural or social 
association that the ‘60s drove for. While that may have changed in his years of true stardom, Jimi: 
All is By My Side introduces the groundwork that led to his legend, and whether he liked it or not, 
the formation of a whole new means of association: the Hendrix guitar. 

A man of history and stories, Academy Award-winning writer (for 12 Years a Slave) and now 
director John Ridley reaffirms his fascination and genius with the past, relaying the life of a most 
loved rock ‘n’ roller in his most unknown year. 

This is no biopic stuffed to the brim with only the super shiny moments condensed to a 
mere glint; it simply recounts a year in the life of someone trying to make it big and, through both 
triumphant and blistering dark moments, manages to do just that. 

André Benjamin, aka Andre 3000 of Outkast, had been approached many times before to play 
Jimi Hendrix. But it was Ridley’s script and approach that perked his ear. Instead of trying to grasp 
the magnitude of Hendrix’s career, Ridley’s script merely hints and titillates about how it all came 
about. 

Through a multitude of women, spanning from Keith Richards’ girlfriend (Imogen Poots, 
Need for Speed) who takes on the role of unofficial manager, to his hopelessly dependent girlfriend 
Kathy (Hayley Atwell, Captain America), we trace the route Hendrix took through the grit and 
melancholy of infatuation to get to the top. It may be easy to overlook the wrongs that icons made 
years ago, but Ridley is not one to forget that even heroes like Hendrix were villainous in certain 
moments.

Immediately, Ridley’s direction aims for style over simple narrative. Unlike his historic 
tendencies, which aim to retell the past with effective and straightforward storytelling as in 12 Years 
a Slave, the director personifies Hendrix’s guitar riffs in his editing with unpredictable style and 
fluidity. 

The sound editing is anything but commercial. From interspersing conversations from the 
past to overlapping conservations in the background onto the foreground, it becomes apparent 
that Hendrix’s world and career relied on far more than just his own gift and gravitas. Those people 
mumbling in the background and that seemingly insignificant conversation with a stranger that 
happened weeks ago all tie into his ultimate success. 

And if it’s the success that you want to see, an essential music video of Hendrix’s best hits, then 
you may want to look elsewhere. Instead, Jimi is dusted with the briefest moments of recognizable 
Hendrix. When he touches a guitar, we hear the faint first strums of “Purple Haze,” and it almost 
becomes a drug, much like it did with Hendrix. Stringing this theme along, we almost crave the 
moments of recognizable gusto, and when they happen, the film bursts with the liveliness. But 
mostly, we hear Hendrix’s covers of other bands (some of them unknown) that he used to get 
attention, similar to what many musicians do today. 

We may only have witnessed André playing a couple of mediocre film roles here and there 
(Idlewild, Semi-Pro), but Ridley’s history was worth a little more effort. He plays early Hendrix as a 
charming and smart, yet overwhelmingly awkward and timid, young man, unsure of what both his 
fans and bosses demand of him. Occasionally, André’s flare may not be entirely Hendrix, but it ties 
in how stardom can determine power. 

Despite his starring role, however, André isn’t the one who we start to miss when the credits 
suddenly begin. It’s the man who recreates history, who encapsulates it with a style and an elegance 
that doesn’t boast gratuitous flare. With great genius like that, Ridley’s first feature will certainly 
not be his last.

Grade: A- 

Jimi: All Is By My Side will release in theaters Friday, Sept. 26, 2014.

JIMI: ALL IS BY MY SIDE STRIKES A CHORD

BY COOPER COPELAND

Andre 3000 of Outkast 
stars in John Ridley’s 
latest feature.
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WHEN GILLIAN FLYNN, author of Gone Girl, which has sold 
more than two million copies, finished writing her screenplay 
for a film, she gave it to her husband to read — along with a 
yellow magic marker.

“I told him to underline anything he objected to,” says 
Flynn, author of two other novels and a former writer for 
Entertainment Weekly. “I told him I would delete or rework 
anything he objected to, because these characters are pretty 
mean to each other, and I didn’t want anyone to think I had 
based any of it on him.”

Her husband read the script and returned it unmarked.
One of the bleakest and most honest depictions of a 

troubled marriage to hit the best-seller list — as well as a corker 
of a mystery and a commentary on the country’s economic 
instability and the carnivorous nature of the media — Gone 
Girl seemed perfect for a movie, except for one thing. The novel 
was filled with flashbacks and diary entries that would require 
voiceovers, the bane of most filmmakers. The story also had the 
chronology of a puzzle, with not everything making sense until 
the last page.

Still, when Flynn’s script started making the rounds, it 
caught the attention of David Fincher (The Social Network, 
Seven, The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo), who asked Flynn if she 
would have dinner with him in St. Louis, where he was shooting 
a project.

“My wife had read the book and told me there was 
something really interesting there,” says Fincher. “I was blown 
away by it. But I also knew Gillian was contractually bound to 
deliver a first draft of a script soon, so I waited for that. I didn’t 
know if you could solve the diary, the flashbacks, if you could 
integrate all that without it feeling intrusive. I wasn’t convinced 
it was possible. And then I read her script and thought ‘You can 
do this! She had cracked it.’”

Except for a slightly different ending (which still preserves 
the tone of the book) and the omission of a few minor characters, 
Gone Girl, which opens Oct. 3, is one of the most faithful film 
adaptations ever made. Ben Affleck and Rosamund Pike play 
Nick and Amy Dunne, whose happy existence in New York City 
is derailed when they lose their jobs writing for magazines and 
move back to Missouri to take care of Nick’s ailing mother. He 
opens a neighborhood bar with his sister and settles down into a 
blue-collar life, while Amy becomes increasingly unhappy about 
their new home. Then, on their fifth wedding anniversary, Nick 
is at the bar when he gets a call from a neighbor, saying his front 
door is ajar.

Nick rushes back home and finds signs of a struggle — 
broken furniture, shattered glass, traces of blood — and no 
Amy. The police become involved and, as usual, the husband 
becomes the primary subject. But without Amy’s body, which 

has vanished, no charges can be brought against anyone. And 
the longer the body is missing, the more guilty Nick appears.

Like the book, Gone Girl is a terrific thriller. But it also has 
a lot to say about the nature of marriage and questions how well 
we can ever really know another person. When Nick and Amy 
are lying in bed, and he caresses her hair, his hand looks like a 
claw trying to extract information and find out what she’s really 
thinking. And this is before things turn really bad.

“A truly mature relationship means being completely 
comfortable and honest with the other person,” Fincher says. 
“People are too complex and too needy. They change. They start 
off in a great place. The idea of finding our soul mate, no matter 
how bogus and bull**** that is, is incredibly prevalent. That’s 
the conversation I want people to have after they see the movie. 
But I don’t want to have it for them. This is first and foremost 
a thriller.”

For the role of Nick, Fincher cast Affleck, who survived 
the Bennifer media storm and came out of it unscathed. He’s 
happily married to Jennifer Garner, a Best Picture Oscar winner 
for Argo and cast in the role of the Dark Knight in the upcoming 
Batman vs. Superman.

“Ben is extremely bright, but people don’t give him that 
credit,” Fincher says. “I told him I need a character who went 
through all the s*** he went through in his real life. He got put 
through the woodchipper. But in the movie, he walks into the 
firestorm leading with his chin. He has great wit.”

Affleck agrees his relationship with Jennifer Lopez, which 
fed gossip columnists daily, came in handy, because Nick is 
being constantly watched and hounded by news crews. “On the 
set, I was the leading authority on that,” Affleck says, laughing. 
“Nowadays, it’s much more common. It was a little different 12 
years ago before the Internet. Today, these things last two days, 
and then it’s on to the next scandal. But when it happened to 
me, it was frustrating seeing the false funhouse image of what 
the media represented.”

Fincher is known primarily for his visual style and penchant 
for violent movies (“Gone Girl” only has one bloody scene, but 
it’s a doozy). But the director works just as closely with his art 
director, cinematographer and set designer as he does with his 
actors, many of whom have given great performances in his 
films (Brad Pitt and Ed Norton in Fight Club, Jake Gyllenhaal 
in Zodiac, Jesse Eisenberg in The Social Network and Michael 
Douglas in The Game). 

“The movies I love and go back to again and again are Butch 
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid or Chinatown or Alien or Citizen 
Kane or All About Eve. They are movies where you find career 
work from everybody. I want everybody firing on 12 cylinders. 
So it’s about creating an environment where the actors can be 
as good as they’ve ever been. I wanted all of Ben’s wardrobe 

picked out for him. I want pencils and paper and notes and a 
little tube of Krazy Glue when he’s going through the drawers 
in the kitchen. I want all that stuff worked out so actors can give 
themselves over to this moment. It’s all about the cohesion of 
everyone doing their job. That to me is the difference between a 
music video director who is a good shooter and a real filmmaker. 
I don’t want to limit other people’s contributions just because 
I’m the director.”

Affleck agrees that Fincher was much more detail-oriented 
than most filmmakers, which takes some pressure off the actors 
but also means lots of takes of the same scene.

“This performance had two itinerations,” Affleck says. “One 
is just the honesty of it — what I went through — and the other 
is working with David, who spent so much time calibrating the 
audience’s suspicion of Nick and wanting them to judge him. 
That had to be monitored meticulously in order for the mystery 
to work. Sometimes I would stop and say ‘Maybe he’s going a 
little too far for the left or the right on this.’ But we were always 
clear this is not your classic leading man. He’s always showing 
a naked, raw vulnerability, so it didn’t feel like a character or a 
monster.”

For the critical role of Amy, Fincher cast Rosamund Pike 
(Jack Reacher, Wrath of the Titans), who had appeared in some 
big films but was far from a household name — at least until now.

“I want to see her honesty,” Fincher says. “I had seen her in 
four or five different things, but I didn’t know who she was. I met 
her in St. Louis, we had drinks, she went back to Scotland. She 
is inscrutable. You are never going to get to the bottom of her. 
When I asked her if she was an only child, she said yes, and that’s 
what I knew Amy had to have. She had a lot of resentment toward 
Nick for uprooting her life. She grew up with notion of someone 
with a perfect image of herself that her parents helped to invent. 
At first, in Nick, she sees everything she ever wanted. You can see 
the she adulates him. But then later things ... change.”

Fincher believes that despite the popularity of the book, a 
lot of people will be exposed to Gone Girl for the first time in the 
theater, which will be a fun communal experience because of the 
dizzying number of twists. Every time you think you know where 
the movie’s headed, you’re wrong.

“I understand the culpability of [certain characters] but I 
also understand why they do what they do,” Fincher says. “Look 
at what they’re faced with. Ha! I have a feeling by the time the 
movie reaches the last half-hour, women in the audience are 
going to be crossing their arms and leaning back in their seats in 
disapproval. We’ll see.”

©2014 The Miami Herald
Visit The Miami Herald at www.miamiherald.com
Distributed by MCT Information Services

DAVID FINCHER, 
BEN AFFLECK 
AND THE 
VANSISHING 
GONE GIRL 
BY RENE RODRIGUEZ
THE MIAMI HERALD/MCT

Nick Dunne (Ben Affleck) finds himself the chief suspect behind the 
shocking disappearance of his wife Amy (Rosamund Pike), on their fifth 
anniversary.
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FILM: FEATURE

SHE TERRIFIED YOU in last year’s The Conjuring, but this is 
where it all began for Annabelle, a doll that makes Chucky seem 
like child’s play. Annabelle is capable of unspeakable evil and 
has done some pretty horrific things, things that have earned 
her a one-way trip to an occult museum in Connecticut, where 
she’s locked up and visited only by a priest who blesses her twice 
a month. 

Basically, Annabelle is the doll from hell, and the new 
film doesn’t shy away from showing us her demonic behavior. 
However, the film is not an exact portrayal of the real-life story 
you’ve probably heard or had a glimpse of in The Conjuring.

The real Annabelle was reportedly purchased at a thrift 
store as a birthday present for a college student in the ‘70s. 
She was a Raggedy Ann Doll that tormented her owner and 
purportedly moved on her own, wrote notes on paper, lied 
about her identity, clawed and scratched the living, and is even 
blamed for at least one death. Annabelle currently rests in a glass 
case at the Warren’s Occult Museum in Connecticut, behind a 
sign that reads “Warning: Positively Do Not Open.” 

What filmmakers wanted to recreate in this film, however, 
was how Annabelle came to be.

“We know she’s so bad that, even after all this time, she still 
has to be kept locked up,” said producer James Wan, who has 
always been fascinated by the Annabelle case. “But, how did she 
get that way?” 

Fellow producer Peter Safran added, “How does something 
so charming, so sweet, become a conduit for pure evil and 
destruction?”

In Annabelle, you’ll find out. Starring Annabelle (freaky, 
right?) Wallis from X-Men: First Class, Ward Horton and Alfre 
Woodard (12 Years a Slave), the film begins before the evil was 
unleashed. 

John Form (Horton) has found the perfect gift for his 
expectant wife, Mia (Wallis)—a beautiful, rare vintage doll in a 

pure white wedding dress. At first, Mia is pretty pleased with her 
gift…but that soon changes. 

On one horrific night, a satanic cult invades the Forms’ 
home and violently attacks the couple. The cultists leave behind 
blood and trauma, but that’s not all; they have conjured an 
entity so malevolent that nothing they did will compare to the 
sinister conduit to the damned that is now Annabelle.

One might think working on a movie that incorporates 
demons and dolls is frightening, to say the least. Woodard, who 
plays a neighbor named Evelyn, said she “thought it would be 
fun” to work on Annabelle, but it disturbed her “because it creates 
a very convincing reality where truly alarming paranormal 
events take place.”

And she’s right. Sure, films about aliens, zombies and dark-
hooded killers induce fear but with Annabelle, the scariest part 
is the fact that it’s extremely realistic. After all, many people 
strongly argue demonic forces do exist.

“There are realms beyond our senses we can’t comprehend, 
and there are entities we can’t fathom,” said director John R. 
Leonetti. “The mythology of demonology will always fascinate 
people—and mess with their heads…especially a possessed doll 
that is beautiful and creepy all at the same time.”

As we’ve seen with other films such as Child’s Play and 
Poltergeist that feature possessed toys, dolls are sometimes the 
best stars in horror flicks because they’re familiar and real. 

“Everyone’s had a toy that they’ve thought was alive at 
night,” said Wallis. “[Annabelle] definitely resonated with me, 
and I think [it] will resonate with a lot of other people too.”

As Leonetti perfectly explained, “Annabelle is an incredible 
way to facilitate fright, because she’s real. And nothing is scarier 
than that.”

Well, there is something that was scarier—at least for the 
film’s cast and crew. During production, several “strange” things 
happened, including a huge glass fixture that came unhinged and 

smashed to the ground while they shot supernatural sequences 
in Mia and John’s apartment. 

Off set, Horton said a mischievous presence followed him, 
and objects would disappear and then reappear in places he had 
not put them. “There was something bigger going on during this 
film,” he said.

Besides the weird things happening outside of filming, the 
Annabelle doll gave off quite a chilling vibe, on set and in the 
movie. The same North Carolina artist who created the molds 
for the original doll in The Conjuring created two additional 
versions of the doll in Annabelle. The first doll is new, pristine 
and innocent. This is pre-supernatural Annabelle. 

The second doll is a different story. Her skin is darker, she’s 
more distressed, and her eyes reflect darkness and possession. 
This is demon-possessed Annabelle.

“Before I met the Annabelle doll on The Conjuring, I 
thought, ‘It’s a doll—so what?’ But then I saw her,” explained 
Leonetti. “She’s the size of a small child—that in itself throws 
you. And when she looks at you, she looks at you. But watching 
her transform from pretty to pretty creepy this time was more 
unnerving.”

Horton described his first time seeing the doll: “I saw her 
for the first time in the makeup chair, and I had to look twice to 
make sure she wasn’t real or moving…I’m not sure which,” he 
laughed and added, “I was always uneasy around her.”

Wallis said, “You look at her, and she is so symbolic of all 
that is good and innocent, yet there’s something about her…she 
is this menace.”

Yes, Annabelle is a menace; she’s an absolute terror. But, her 
performance in this upcoming film will sure satisfy horror buffs 
and thrill seekers everywhere. Let’s just hope demonic forces 
didn’t attach themselves to her this time around. 

Annabelle releases in theaters Friday, Oct. 3, 2014.

ANNABELLE ISN’T CHILD’S PLAY…
SHE’S THE REAL DEAL

An inside look into the film and the story behind the demon doll.
BY CAMPUS CIRCLE STAFF

COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. PICTURES
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MUSIC

KIMBRA LEE JOHNSON caught the world’s attention when her 
duo with Gotye, “Somebody I Used to Know,” climbed the music 
charts all the way to No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 in 2012.
Creating music that seems like a collage of different genres and 
sounds, she is a fresh artist that is far from the almost uniform 
pop singers of today. One YouTube user summed up her unique 
sound in the comments section of her “Settle Down” music 
video: “This music is so.... weird? I’m not saying i dont like it, 
its... like nothing I’ve herd b4?” 

Two years since her debut Vows, Kimbra released a new 
album titled The Golden Echo. In a phone interview with the 
New Zealand native, Campus Circle learned that the album was 

her moment for imagination. “I feel like on this record, I went to 
a little portal of experimentation and really kind of went back to 
my inner child and tried to create a similar place of excitement,” 
said Kimbra. 

‘But beyond that excitement, her vision for the album is to 
tell the story of the light and dark experiences we all have on the 
human journey. “It starts in a place of nostalgia,” she explained. 
“It gets quite dark towards the middle and kind of finishes in a 
place of transcendence.” 

Kimbra delves a lot deeper with her story through the 
record’s name. One day, while dreaming, the title came to her. 
“I was lying in bed, and I felt these words ‘golden echo’ just go 
around and around.” 

When she looked into the words, she realized that they 
were actually the name of a flower, the Narcissus Golden Echo. 
The title also comes from the name of a poem.

“There’s references in the imagery [of the music] to the 
story of Narcissus, which is the idea of someone living with 
constant projections of the self everywhere around them,” she 
said. “It means the idea of being called outward to listen deeper 
to the world around you. You can’t hear an echo unless you’re 
very quiet and unless you listen for it.”

Through a lot more experimentation under the wing of 
producer Rich Costey (Vampire Weekend, Phantogram, etc.), 
Kimbra described The Golden Echo as a lot more technical, 
denser and three-dimensional than Vows. “The palate of sounds 
is more varied,” she said. “I like to think that when you put your 
headphones on, it really does explode all around you.”

One of the genres she experimented with was future soul. 
Influenced by artists such as Bilal and Flying Lotus’ right hand 
man Thundercat, who are both featured on the album, Kimbra 
wanted to create songs that fused R&B with indie music. She also 
noted that her new music has a lot more emphasis on heavier 
rhythms, especially in her collaborations with Mini Mansions 

and Michael Shuman from Queens of the Stone Age. 
When asked about how she writes music, Kimbra said that 

her songwriting all starts with sound; she first becomes inspired 
by a drumbeat and then accompanies it with melodies. When 
the music allows her to see a visual world, Kimbra writes lyrics 
that go along with the imagery she imagines. 

“If it makes me think of an uncertain situation, I feel cold 
when I listen to the music,” she said. “I see, like, silvers and blues, 
and I guess a situation where there’s maybe barren trees.” 

Although she doesn’t necessary draw the visual world she 
envisions, she brings out some of that imagery and enhances 
her music through experimental fashion. While the songstress 
does admit she sometimes likes to experiment with fashion in 
her day-to-day life, the outfits shown in her videos and on stage 
are meant to help tell the story of her music. 

In her “Miracles” music video, Kimbra walks through New 
York’s streets in an eccentric, glittery red dress. Matching red 
combat boots, red lipstick and red nails complete her getup. By 
walking around in this unique outfit, she means to inject the 
surreal into everyday life and connect her outfit to a miracle. 
“The idea of a miracle is something that can be seen quite 
commonplace, then it seemingly becomes transcendent into 
something beautiful,” she said. 

Kimbra believes she grew a lot more as an artist while 
recording The Golden Echo. She learned more about producing 
beats and how to make sounds that change the way the listener 
feels. But, beyond the technicalities and most importantly, she 
figured out how to have more faith in herself. 

“I think I learned to be more fearless on this album. I didn’t 
censor myself on things. I went where I felt excited, and I made 
an album completely from the heart.”

Kimbra will be performing at the Roxy Theatre in Los Angeles 
on Oct. 23, 2014.

“EMBRACE YOUR HUMANNESS. Be you. Be you. Be you. 
Be you.” This was powerful advice BANKS gave out during 
her album listening party, “An Evening with Banks,” earlier 
this month.

Rising star Jillian Rose Banks—better known as just 
BANKS—graced the stage at Sonos Studios Sept. 13 with 
KCRW’s Jason Bentley interviewing her about her new album, 
Goddess, which is available now.

Standing in the audience a couple of feet away from her, 
the singer-songwriter blew me away when she said, “Everybody 
feels weak sometimes, fragile sometimes, strong sometimes, 
insecure sometimes, sexy as f*ck sometimes, and it’s so human 
to be a Goddess, and to be Goddess is to be human.”

BANKS’ onstage presence was raw and unscripted; her 
reaction to the crowd was genuine and heartfelt. She allowed 
all of us present in that room to take a glimpse into her 
creativity. 

“When a friend that I really care about is going through 
something that sparks my creativity and makes me want to 
write,” she shared. 

A great artist is one that you can relate to. You listen 

to their songs and know that this person captured all your 
emotions, turned them into lyrics and released it as a track. 
BANKS does just that throughout Goddess. Listening to her 
album, you know all of the songs chosen are close to her heart; 
they are sung with real emotion and consume the listener.

On Goddess, you notice a nice flow from song to song. 
The lyrics and vocals are front and center, but BANKS said, 
“There is a different heartbeat and soul to every song.”

Bentley asked, “Have you ever talked about the song with 
the person that it is about?” BANKS replied, “I write when 
I don’t know how to talk. I write when I’m upset, and often 
times the people that I write about know me well enough to 
know why I write.”

Her two songs “Someone New” and “You Should Know 
Where I’m Coming From” reflect that sentiment perfectly.

BANKS revealed the hardest part about releasing her 
album was cutting out some songs. However, the ones that 
were chosen “all touch upon my layers that I wanted to touch 
upon—my spicy parts, my fragile parts.” 

Producers Lil Silva, Totally Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs 
and Sohn worked with BANKS and when asked about how 

her experience was collaborating with them, the songstress 
replied, “I am so me, nothing I ever do is never going to sound 
like me. There’s always going to be one string connecting 
everyone I work with, and that’s me and my lyrics.”

Mark our words: she’s a goddess that’s just beginning to 
take flight.

BANKS will be at performing at the Wiltern Oct. 21 and 22.

KIMBRA ON HER CREATIVE 
VISION FOR THE GOLDEN ECHO
The songstress paints pictures through lyrics and fashion.
BY J. SHADÉ QUINTANILLA

You might recognize Kimbra’s voice from Gotye’s 2012 hit, 
“Somebody I Used to Know.”

THOM KERR

HER NAME IS BANKS… And she’s a Goddess on our radar.
BY BLANCA PALACIOS

BANKS’ sound has been 
described as “sultry, 
moody R&B,” and she has 
drawn comparisons to The 
Weeknd and FKA Twigs.

http://www.campuscircle.com
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FOOD: FEATURE

THE AUSSIES ARE COMING, and they aren’t coming empty 
handed. 

The Garlicks from Sydney, Australia have brought us 
their national decadent treasure—a treasure with a recipe that 
widely varies from family to family, generation to generation: 
the meat pie. 

Having already made quite a name for itself over in 
Australia—and even as far as Hong Kong—the wildly popular 
Garlo’s Aussie Pie Shop chain has now reached the U.S. for the 
first time, and Los Angeles is lucky enough to claim its first 
location in Westwood. 

When we hear “meat pie,” most of us Americans, or maybe 
just me, automatically think of Sweeney Todd and Ms. Lovett’s 
famous pies that consist of somewhat undesirable ingredients. 
However, brothers Nathan and Sean (and their father Terry) 
pride themselves on bringing something wholesome yet lean to 
their meat pies, which tie back into Australian traditions. 

“Meat pie is, first and foremost, considered the national 
dish of Australia,” said Sean, who is the shop’s managing 
director. “If there’s anything that Australians can put their 
hands up and say they own it’s the meat pie.”

But don’t expect this pie shop to be bombarded with cliché 
imagery of koalas and kangaroos. Instead, look for Australian 
culture trumping Australian theme. The music, coffee and 
ingredients are all indicative of the brand’s Australian identity. 

However, the tricky part is that meat pies aren’t only found 
in Australia. England, New Zealand, South Africa, and many 
other countries boast their own recipes for the dish. So, what 

makes Australia’s take so special?
“The way we differentiate our pies in Australia from all 

the rest is the quality of ingredients, and we pride ourselves on 
being thin on pastry and big on meat, which is what a lot of 
Aussies welcome, given the trend towards healthy eating and 
low fat options,” explained Sean. “By keeping the meat fillings 
lean and keeping the pastry thin, then it really brings down the 
fat content and all the things we’re looking to avoid.”

And it looks like customers, quite literally, are eating it all 
up. Since their first store opened in 2001, Garlo’s has expanded 
its sales platform to major supermarkets all over Australia 
and exporting its products to far off lands, like United Arab 
Emirates. The pies have even infiltrated the food trays of major 
airlines, with Garlo’s producing up to 25,000 pies a day. 

Now, we Angelenos get to look no further than Westwood 
to get our fill of these savory pastry treats, and Sean and the 
gang are thrilled about the opportunity.

“Our whole family has had a love affair with America 
for years,” said Sean, “and it’s always been a dream of ours to 
bring our concept to America, because we can’t understand 
that, given that our cultures are so similar in almost every 
other way, the pie just hasn’t really found its way over here. We 
think it’s perfect for the lifestyle of Americans to embrace. It’s 
portable and handheld—it appeals to Americans just as it does 
to Aussies.”

With their sights first set on Santa Monica’s more notorious 
streets, where the tourists from all over the world gather to spend 
their money, Westwood was hardly even a blip on the family’s 

radar—but then they went on a quick tour. 
“We realized in order for this to be a success we can’t rely 

on the expats and the visitors for business—we really need the 
locals to adopt it as a regular product themselves,” Sean admitted 
after seeing the large number of students and professionals 
crowding the area. 

The family made quite a solid choice. After their grand 
opening on Sept. 15, they’ve been slammed with eager customers. 
The excitement for their product has already urged the Garlo’s 
brand to adopt a new marketing strategy that includes dorm 
delivery, pie parties and a whole slew of American franchises.  

Still, the Garlicks know some Americans may be skeptical 
about the new guys in town, however. As Sean explained, 
“We make 20 or 30 different flavors of pie in Australia, but 
we deliberately decided to keep this menu rather tight to not 
confuse everybody, because we don’t want to hit them with 
everything at once.”

Realizing they need to assimilate somewha t to the new 
culture, they’ve included items like Fajita Chicken Pie and Mac 
N’ Cheese Pie to their menu in order to sway anyone who may 
be on the fence about “Australian cuisine.” 

However, because Garlo’s Aussie Pie Shop is growing and 
evolving so rapidly, we could be looking at a new international 
cuisine all together. 

Garlo’s Aussie Pie Shop is located at 1010 Glendon Ave., Los 
Angeles. For more information, call 310.208.3777 or visit 
garlosaussiepies.com.

THE AUSSIES HAVE LANDED IN WESTWOOD!

GARLO’S AUSSIE 
PIE SHOP SERVES 
THE BEST MEAT 
PIES IN L.A. 
BY COOPER COPELAND

Garlo’s savory 
pies include 
beef, chicken 
and vegatarian.

For dessert, try 
the muffins and 

sweet pies.
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HEALTH & FITNESS

HOW MANY OF YOU BREAK A SWEAT AT THE GYM on a 
daily basis but still can’t generate those Shakira abs? I can 
imagine a significant number of you struggle with this issue. A 
few years back, I did. I never left the gym without leaving a trail 
of sweat behind me, but no matter how intense my workouts 
were, I felt like rock hard abs were just never a possibility. 

After much observation, questioning and experimenting, 
I was able to discover a solution. Regardless of how hard you 
think your workout is, you need to eat clean and switch up your 
abdominal exercises.

Former LA Fitness trainer and friend of mine, Steven 
Smith, said, “You can work on your abs for hours, everyday, 
but you will not produce your maximum results if you’re still 
consuming Doritos and soda for snack time.” 

Smith recommends cutting down on the sugar and 
carbohydrates, and amping up on the vegetables and lean 
protein. He also stressed incorporating some type of protein 
into your diet after every workout. “Fish, chicken breast and 
turkey burgers are all great choices, but I understand sometimes 
it can get boring, so don’t be shy to get creative with your food,” 
he said.

If your motivation is at its highest level, cut back on 
fruit to minimize your sugar intake and help promote faster, 
better results. “Fruit is great, and your bodies need it, but try 
aiming for one or two servings, and [it’s] best if eaten in 
the morning,” explained Smith. “This way, throughout the 
remainder of the day, you will be burning it off.” 

Besides my diet, I was making another huge 
mistake on my path to getting toned abs. Every 
trip to the gym consisted of the same 
abdominal routine each day. As a 
result, I no longer experienced pain 
and soreness; my exercises became 
easier for me every time. However, 
changing up my routine could have 
made a difference. 

“Repeating the same workouts 
consistently will never get you where 
you want to be,” said Smith. “Your body needs 

diversity, and you need to feel the burn. And once you feel the 
burn in your abs, do another five reps, and then you can take 
a break.” He constantly reminded me to “push my body till it 
hurts when [I] laugh the next day.” 

I am definitely still a work in progress, but I have improved 
my body, specifically my abs. After making changes to my 
routine and diet, results began appearing after about two weeks. 
And, I learned the longer it takes for the changes to come, the 
more permanent the changes will be. 

So, add a cleaner diet to your lifestyle, switch up your 
exercises, and watch the stubborn fat melt away. Patience is 
essential in this process; do not expect results overnight. One 
salad will not make you lose 2 pounds of fat in a day, so set a 
realistic time span.

Smith recommends these three abs exercises, which have 
improved my own abs. Trust me, they will make you feel tighter 
in just minutes! 

1. Leg Raises. Feel the burn in your lower abs. Lay 
your back straight down on a mat and place your hands 
under your butt. Begin to raise your legs up and down by 
alternating height level each time. Be sure to keep your 

abs tight and breathe. To 
feel an extra burn, 

start off fast, 

and then gradually slow down your speed, and then switch it 
up again.

2. Alternating Stability Ball. This exercise has by far been 
the best for me. Grab a stability ball, and lay your back straight 
down on a mat. Start off with the ball in your hands and 
simultaneously raise your arms and legs, giving the ball to your 
legs and then back down. Keep switching back and forth; hands 
to legs, and legs to hands. Be sure to keep your legs straight as 
they go up and down. Feel the pain in your entire abdominal 
section!

3. Russian Twist with Medicine Ball. Grab an 8 to 10-pound 
medicine ball (depending on your strength), and sit down on a 
mat. Hold the ball with both hands, and raise your feet from 
the ground, and find your balance while sitting on your butt. 
Hold the ball with your arms straight out, and twist your torso 
from left to right, hitting the ball on the floor on each side. This 
exercise mainly targets your oblique muscles.

For each exercise, repeat three sets of 20 reps, and 
gradually increase your number of reps as your muscles 

become stronger.

THE ONLY THING WORSE than the freshman 15 is making 
sure your food doesn’t send you into anaphylactic shock.

College is hard enough as it is, but add food allergies to 
the mix, and your anxiety levels go up even further. However, 
it doesn’t have to be this way.

Here are some tips on how to make it through college 
without your food sending you to the hospital.

See if your college can accommodate you
With the growing number of people suffering from food 
allergies, colleges have begun to accommodate their needs. 
Some ways colleges have done 
this is by 

putting up signs that point out allergens that students may 
be exposed to or offering special items such as gluten-free 
foods. Other colleges have taken it a step further by offering 
allergy-free kitchens where students can order meals 
customized to their needs.

For more information on which colleges accommodate 
to allergy needs, visit the Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis 
Network’s (FAAN) College Network.

Pack your own lunch
This may take a little work on your part, but it will decrease 
your risk of a reaction. Plus, it saves money and teaches 

you responsibility and all the fun stuff of being an 
independent grown up.

Eat off campus
If your school doesn’t offer any alternatives that 

won’t cause a reaction, try to look for nearby 
cafés or delis that may offer the options you 
need. This is also a nice way to have lunch with 
friends and get a break from being at school. 

Ask the important questions
If you aren’t sure whether an item in the cafeteria or dining 
hall contains something you are allergic to, just ask. The 
cafeteria staff is usually pretty nice about answering your 
questions, and it will help put your mind at ease. If they can’t 
answer your question, don’t eat it. 

Share your allergies with friends
This way, you won’t feel awkward if they invite you to grab a 
bite to eat. Plus, if your friends know that you are allergic to 
peanuts, for example, they will be able to look out for you as 
well. It can even create a reason to bond if they also have a 
food allergy or have a family member who has a food allergy, 
or it can lead to trying out recipes together.

Please Note: No matter how many precautions you take, 
always carry your EpiPen with you. You never know if a food 
got cross contaminated or was produced where it could have 
been exposed to your allergen.

And just know that having food allergies doesn’t have to 
put a damper on your college experience.

THE SECRET TO GETTING ROCK SOLID ABS
Prevent (or get rid of) the Freshman 15 tummy flab.   BY NINA SOLEIMANI

It’s going to take a lot more than just 
crunchies and sit-ups.

DAWN MAJORS/ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH/MCT

GOT FOOD ALLERGIES?  Here’s how you survive eating at college.    BY ASTRID DELGADO

If you’re allergic to gluten, here are some gluten-free products you can buy for your dorm. 
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http://www.campuscircle.com
http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/news/education/2010-02-16-ihedormfoodallergies16_st_n.htm
http://www.foodallergy.org/resources-for/colleges-universities/college-food-allergy-program
http://www.foodallergy.org/resources-for/colleges-universities/college-food-allergy-program
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COMMUNICATION IS A KEY ASPECT OF MOST HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS and friendships, 
and texting is a convenient form of communication. Unfortunately, the way we text can be deal 
breakers for most people when deciding whether or not to date someone. 

The developers of the app Omlet, a chat app that enables users to share text, images, files, 
video and music with anyone from any device (IOS or Android), conducted the survey “Digital 
Flirting Rules” to find the top five biggest chat or texting turnoffs for gals and guys by surveying 
1,000 people between the ages 13 to 25.

Here were the results: 

Funky Spelling = Huge Turnoff for Both Genders
The survey results revealed that funky or very informal spelling was the No. 1 biggest turnoff for 
both guys and girls with a 54 percent disapproval rating from guys and a 90 percent disapproval 
rating from women. 

So instead of attempting to impress your crush with “cr8tive w4yz 2 ask dem out,” use your 
creativity on Omlet’s GIF-making widget to amaze your crush. 

No Body Likes, You’re Bad Grammar or Punctuation?
Lack of punctuation and correct grammar was the second biggest turnoff for guys and girls with 
a 53 percent disapproval rating from guys and a 66 percent disapproval rating from girls.

This isn’t that surprising because we’ve all, at some point, said, “I can’t date anyone who’s 
basically illiterate over text.” There’s nothing more frustrating than getting a text that reads, 
“Theirs a party tonight! Wanna come?”

Guys Aren’t That Excited About Exclamation Points!!!!!!!!
Apparently, 51 percent of guys are annoyed by too many exclamation points. Luckily, Omlet 
allows you to like a message more than once, so girls can show their excitement without being 
annoying.

OMG, Guys: Excessive Slang Doesn’t Make Girls LOL
Men, the No. 3 turnoff for a woman is when she sees too many BRBs, LOLs, WTFs, etc. in a text 
message. Keep the slang to a minimum.

don’t be afraid to capitalize your letters
For some odd reason, using lowercase words are the No. 4 turnoff for both guys (34 percent 
disapproval rate) and girls (53 percent). 

Message Girls When They’re Awake, Not Sleeping
While survey results also showed that 43 percent of guys really like being messaged during non-
waking hours (from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.), less than 3 percent of girls want to receive an off-hour 
text, and 53 percent of them really dislike it. 

Guys, instead of waking up your crush at 2 a.m. with an “Are you up?” text because you can’t 
sleep, use Omlet to edit a photo with stickers and text to surprise her with when she’s awake. 
Besides, a late-hour text kind of sounds like a “booty-call” text.

Aww! Guys Like Emoticons & Emojis Too :)
Surprisingly, more guys than girls like it when you use one of the smiley faces and emoticons!

Forty-three percent of guys and 36 percent of girls prefer to receive chat and text messages 
with multiple emoticons and emojis. Since guys love emojis and emoticons so much, girls can 
create stickers on Omlet to send to guys.

GUYS, DO YOU EVER FEEL LIKE YOU’RE IN DEEP 
TROUBLE with your girlfriend (or the girl you’re casually 
dating), but you can’t tell for sure? Unless she is naturally 
monotone and always unenthusiastic, turn to her text 
messages to figure out whether you should be worried or not. 

Some of us women might not always say what’s on our 
minds, but sometimes our anger slips into our texts...

1. Short responses. A one-word answer is not a good sign. If 
conversation normally flows with you two over text and all of 
a sudden you notice a change, be scared. Most females dislike 
it when they receive brief and short responses, so if they send 
you a one- or two-word reply, you know something is not 
right.

2. The “k” instead of “kk.” This sounds a bit stupid, but yet it 
is very true. The single letter “k” response in a text translates 
to “You’re annoying me” or something similar. In contrast, 
“kk” is a more pleasant response that indicates “sounds 
good!” or “okay, great!” Know the difference.

3. Periods. These are dangerous. If you’re receiving 
periods at the end of every single sentence, boy is she fed 
up! This simple punctuation mark can go a long way and 
demonstrate fury like no other. 

4. No emojis. Many girls love using smiley faces in texts. 
The cute one blowing a kiss tends to be at the top of 
the list, especially when they’re communicating with 
someone they love. Smiley faces indicate good moods 
and if your girl is all of a sudden avoiding emojis, you 
should beware.

5. She takes too long to respond. If you’re texting her, 
and she takes up to hours to respond, there might be 
a serious issue. If it takes her longer than a day to get 
back to you, it’s time to head over to her house with 
that box of Ferrero Rocher and maybe a few roses. 
Sure, she may be occupied and cannot respond in a 
timely fashion...but you’ve been waiting a couple of 
hours? Not a good sign—something’s up.

5 TEXTING CLUES THAT REVEAL SHE’S PISSED
Fellas, read between the lines.  BY NINA SOLEIMANI

TEXTING 
TURNOFFS 
FOR GUYS 
AND GIRLS

BY NICOLE SAZEGAR
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These are non-paid positions for college credit and resume building. 
If you are interested in covering the LA entertainment scene, 
contact us via email at managing.editor@campuscircle.net.

Write for Campus Circle!
You know you want to…

Campus Circle is looking for entertainment 

freelance writers, photographers and 

interns to cover music, film, fashion, 

dining and more in Los Angeles. 

Get access to L.A.’s entertainment scene, 

attend free movies and concerts, and 

interview your favorite celebs!

Culver City (323) 296-1543 • Granada Hills (818) 831-1245 • Huntington Beach (714) 964-5926
Koreatown (213) 386-6884 • Lawndale (310) 214-8704 • North Hollywood (818) 766-7184 

 Pacoima (818) 890-5515 • Palmdale (661) 947-4545 • Pasadena (626) 577-1723
Saugus (661) 259-3895  • Simi Valley (805) 522-2586 • Wilshire/Highland (323) 939-7661

LARGE PIZZA FOR 
A MEDIUM PRICE

Expires 12/31/14
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 Pacoima (818) 890-5515 • Palmdale (661) 947-4545 • Pasadena (626) 577-1723
Saugus (661) 259-3895  • Simi Valley (805) 522-2586 • Wilshire/Highland (323) 939-7661

LARGE PIZZA FOR 
A MEDIUM PRICE

Expires 12/31/14

AZ - PHOENIX, CA - CARLSBAD . IRVINE . ANAHEIM . TORRANCE . ONTARIO . SANTA CLARA . SAN FRANCISCO . SACRAMENTO . SAN DIEGO, CO - DENVER 
FL - FT. LAUDERDALE . MIAMI, GA - ATLANTA, IL - BUFFALO GROVE . ADDISON, TX - AUSTIN . HOUSTON . SAN ANTONIO . DALLAS, WA - SEATTLE

AMERICA’S PREMIER

ARRIVE & DRIVE
ADULTS AND 
JUNIORS
48” AND UP

INDOOR KARTING CENTER

TORRANCE
19038 S. VERMONT AVE
GARDENA, CA 90248 
(310) 532-2478

ONTARIO
5350 E. Ontario Mills Pkwy

Ontario, CA 91764
(909) 980-0286K1SPEED.com

PROFESSIONALLY DESIGNED TRACKS SPACIOUS LOBBIES
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